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Filterscope diagnostic system, which is designed for monitoring the line emission in fusion plasma has 
been widely used on ftision devices such as DIII-D, NSTX, CDX-U, KSTAR etc.On EAST 
(Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak), a filterscope diagnostic system has been mounted 
to observe the line emission and visible bremsstrahlung emission in plasma from discharge campaign of 
2014. It plays a crucial role in studying Edge Localized Modes (ELM) and H-mode [1]，thanks to its high 
temporal resolution (0.005ms) and good spatial resolution (〜2cm). Furthermore, multi-channel signals 
at up to 200kHz sampling rates can be digitized simultaneously. The wavelength covers He II (468.5nm)， 
Li I (670.8nm), Li II (548.3・)，C III (465.0nm), O II (441.5nm), Mol (386.4nm), W I (400.9nm) and 
visible bremsstrahlung radiation at 538・ besides Da (656.lnm) and Dy (433.9nm )with the 
corresponding wavelength filters. The new developed filterscope system was operating during the EAST 
2014 fall experimental campaign and several types ELMs has been observed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Line emission intensity measurement with particular filtered photomultipliers (PMTs) named the 
“Filterscope” first applied on the D-1II and NSTX tokamaks, which can provide line emission 
measurements from plasma with high sensitivity and high temporal resolution, till now, has been also 
successfully employed on the fusion devices such as DIII-D, NSTX, CDX-U, KSTAR etc., and served 
for the 2012 campaign of EAST. Amodified filterscope system was fixed on EAST after being absolutely 
calibrated by an integrating sphere [2], the filterscope can be used for daily diagnostic tool during the 
discharge experiment.
The EAST tokamak has been finished the third phase upgrade, aimed to achieve long pulse operation 
over 1000 seconds and high parameters (Ip~ IMA, Te〉10keV, and ne〜new). As shown in FIG.l, the 
graphite tiles is replaced with all molybdenum tiles in the first wall and all tungsten tiles in the upper 
divertor. The resonant magnetic perturbation (RMPs) coils are applied for ELMs mitigation and the 
neutral beam injection (NBI) system is invested for heating the plasma. Therefore, the diagnostic system 
must be upgraded or rebuilt to accommodate the new experimental conditions. No doubt, the fiterscope 
as a regular diagnostic system must have promotions so as to supply more information for the EAST. 
The modified filterscope on EAST has been employed to study edge and divertor physics, including H- 
mode characteristic, L-H transition and ELM behavior etc., as well as benchmark for plasma edge 
modeling codes, such as BOUT++ for ELM stimulation [3] and DIVIMP for particle transport 
stimulation [4], etc. Also, filterscope was endowed with a new function, for monitoring the visible 
bremsstrahlung radiation, which is used to estimate the level of impurities and calculate the effective 
charge number Zeff [5]. The filterscope system is updated or rebuilt both in hardware and software, such 
as electric shutters, optical fibers, filters, photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), circuits, and upper-PC software 
for controller and calibration, etc. details are discussed in later sections.
The reminder of the paper is structured as follows: section II describes the specific of the filterscope
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system on the EAST, section III provides some results and examples, which illustrate the attained 
performance that expected, section IV contains a summary and some ideals for further work.

FIG.1.EAST internal view at 2014 campaign. Left: The main chamber is covered with molybdenum 
PFCs, upper and lower divertors is equipped with tungsten and graphite tiles respectively. Right: An 
image of the shot48475 which shows an H-mode discharge by NBI heating.

II. Design of FILTERSCOPE ON EAST

A. Arrangement of view chords

EAST is a fully superconducting divertor tokamak with a Z)-shaped poloidal cross-section. The major 
parameters are: major radius 7?=1.85m, minor radius 6z=0.45m, toroidal magnetic field By =2-3.5T, and 
elongation 1.2-2. EAST can be running in both single null (SN) and double null (DN) divertor 
configuration. The major working gas is Deuterium (D2). The filterscope has three arrays, the sight 
chords viewing tangentially and poloidally is shown in FIG.2 (Right). In G port, three cylinders 
containing the optical structures of filterscope are fixed, as shown in FIG.2 (Left). The cylinders probe 
into the vessel to maximize the optical sight range. At the end of the cylinders, three observation windows 
made of sapphires are mounted, which have tolerance of high temperature (350°C). Three electric shutter 
assemblies which driven by the remote controlled stepping-motors for protecting the sapphires during 
each wall-condition period are adopted, each window has 13 viewing chords, distributed in tangential 
mid-plane, upper and lower divertor regions, respectively. The spatial resolution (diameter of the blue 
dot on the first wall shown in FIG.2) is about 2cm.
Light from the plasma imaged onto the fiber bundle with the lenses which focal length are about 165cm, 
then the light transfer into the optical fibers run a distance of 40 meters from the machine chamber to the 
isolated laboratory in basement, finally, light from each fiber is split into seven branches through beam 
splitting fibers.
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i Lower divertor

FIG. 2. Left: the photograph of G port; Middle (vertical view):13 viewing chords ended on the low 
filed side (LFS) in the tangential at the mid-plane; Right (poloidal cross section): Two arrays, each one 
has 13 viewing chords pointed to the upper divertor tiles (W- materials) and lower divertor tiles, 
respectively.
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FIG.3. Arrangement of EAST filter scope optical path. Light from the plasma imaged onto the fiber 
bundle transfer to the optical fibers about 40m away from the machine chamber, then is split into seven 
ways in the isolated laboratory and transferred to fUterscope.

After splitting, different kinds of filter are fixed just between the fibers and the PMTs. The central 
wavelength of the filters are given in TABLE I. There are 39 channels for toroidal and poloidal Balmer 
Doe and CIII monitoring, located at the tangential middle plane and upper/lower divertor of EAST, 
respectively.13 channels of W I (at 400.9nm) situate upper divertor, and 13 visible bremsstrahlung 
radiation (VB) at 538nm viewing channels to the tangential middle plane are set. Besides, Impurities 
emission such as He I (448.lnm), Li I (670.8mn)/Li II (548nm), O II (441.5nm), Mo I (386.4nm) are 
also included in the filterscope system. The band pass filter for each wavelength has bandwidth of 5nm 
and at least 70% transparency. Totally,121 photo multitubes are employed on the EAST filterscope in 
2014 fall experimental campaign.

TABLE.I. The numbers of viewing chords with different special lines.

Lih€|{nm)

View posuhw

Da/Ha

(656.1)

cm

(465.0)

Wl

(400.9)

Dy/Hy

(433.9)

Lil

(670.8)

Li II

{548.3,

Mol

(386.4)

Hell

(468.5)

Oil

(441.5)

VB

(538.0)

Middle plane
レ:翻■じ: 13 1 1 :了1''：' ：1 ..■•へ!’::、.: 2 ' +'+:;m?++

Upperdivertor 13 13 13 1 1 1 1 1 1

Lowerdivertor 13 + +++++13++ ++ .く:.:。 +' ++++1 + V'- I" 1 ''' l/
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B・ Arrangement of Circuits

Filter-

PMT

FIG.4. Schematic of the filterscope.
The emission information in the burning plasma is conveyed by a series of fibers to the PMT modules. 
Before entering the PMTs, the optical signals are collimated by a lens and filtered, as shown in FiG.4. 
After transformed in electric signals and amplified in the PMT modules, the electric signals in 
voltage are sent the public DAQ systems and digitized. The type of PMTs are Hamamatsu H7827 
series, the H7827-002 and H7827-012 are applied to cater the different needs for wavelength 
response. The PMT module has a current，to-voltage conversion factor O.lV/gA, a frequency 
bandwidth of DC to 200 kHz, and the control voltage adjustment range (for controlling the high 
voltage in the modules) is from +0.5 V to +1.1 V.In addition, these two types of PMTs with different 
spectral response characteristics are provided for measurement in the visible range or visible to near 
IR range，the more details refer to TABLE II. The public DAQ system has a maximum sampling 
rate of 250kHz, however, 10kHz andlOOkHz sampling rate are just switched for filterscope signals 
during the discharge campaign.

TABLE II. Feature of H7827 series PMTs.

Type No. Spectral Response Current ・ to-Voltage
Conversion Factor

Frequency
Bandwidth

Adjust
Range

・27-002 300nm-650nm O.lv/gA DC 〜200kHz
H7827-012 300nm-850nm

All the filters and PMTs are integrated in the bins, as shown in FIG.5. On the front panel of the bins, 
there are fiber connectors and cable adapters for every PMTs. Every bin includes six modules, every 
module has seven PMTs implanted on printed circuit board (PCB) give the output signal to cables 
by the RS-485 BUS, the PCB is connected with upper computer, which can adjust the controlling 
voltage of PMTs through software.
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FIG. 5. Left: the layout of the PMT modules; right: view of one filterscope bin.

FIG .6. Block diagram of filterscope circuits for a module. The blue arrows indicate data flow; the red 
arrows indicate the power supplied to the circuits.

In the PCBs, feedback regime is designed to shun saturation of the output signals. As shown in FIG. 6, a 
voltage (Vref) is set to compare with the output signal and the feedback factor is given to the computer 
as a reference to change the PMT control voltage for maintaining the output signals at a level that neither 
saturated by ELMs nor dominated by digitizer noise.

C. The software design

Based on above, the program for control and management of the filterscope has been developed. This 
program is written in Chinese surface by C language, as shown in FTG.7. The data communication 
between the computer and the each PMT can be accurate transferred by using Jumper addresses encoded 
in manual switch arrays on PCBs. And, this program can change the PMTs control voltage automatically 
or manually depending on the switches that marked by the red frame in the FIG.7. Also, a subprogram 
for multiple PMT-modules (usually 7 PMTs as a set) calibration has been applied in the debug stage 
which can give the average value of the output signal. For manual case, the all of data has been uploaded 
to the computer in order to get absolute value that PMT measured.
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FIG.7. View of the filterscope controlling software in Chinese interface, for controlling voltage 
adjustment and PMTs calibration.

D. Characteristics of the filterscope modules

The characteristics of the filterscope modules were tested using the LED light source modulated by the 
square-wave in the laboratory, including frequency response, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and the 
relationship between output and control voltage, etc. For Da module as an example, it was tested by a 
modulated LED at frequency range from 0.5kHz to 150kHz, and the frequency response was indicated 
by calculating the wave shape factor which could be gotten from the ratio of full width of half maximum 
(FWHM) and full width of 1/10 maximum (FWTM), as shown in FIG.8. All the data was acquired 
under control voltage at 0.8V, and the modulation voltage of LED is kept constant. The FIG. 8 shows 
that the wave shape factor changed from 1 to 0.65 when the LED twinkles from 0.5kHz to 150kHz. The 
figure (a) and (b) in FIG.8 give the wave shape of output signals at 10kHz and 100kHz respectively, 
which reflect the capacity of describing some burst signals such as ELM events.
In FIG.9, the output gain at different control voltage fitting with cubic splines is shown, the fit results as 
a function was recorded, which can provide as a reference for setting the control voltage and calibration. 
The SNR in Fig. 9 is the average signal to noise ratio in 1 second time window at 10MHz sampling rate. 
It is found that SNR is decreased when the controlling voltage of PMT increases. This result suggests 
that the PMT should work at a low controlling voltage if the light input allows.
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FIG.8. Wave shape factor (the ratio between FWHM and FWTM，as blue dots shows) verse modulation 
frequency from 0.5kHz to 150kHz. The black line indicate the output signal from the PMT modules, the 
red line indicate the input signals onto the modulated LED. In figure (a) and (b), the LED are modulated 
at 10kHz and 100kHz respectively.
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FIG.9. Red Ime: cubic nt of the control voltage verse output signal for one PMT module; black line: the 
signal-to-noise ratio verse control voltage.

IIL EXPERIMENT RESULTS OF FILTERSCOPE

The filterscope is designed to obtain the absolute intensity of line emission and the characteristic of H- 
mode. The absolute intensity of signals is obtained by scaling the raw data with the calibration factor that 
was done in absolute calibration using an integrating sphere. To judge the H-mode characteristics [6] 
(such as L-H transition, ELMs)，the important step is set the Da data at a higher digitized sampling rate. 
Examples are shown below to illustrate some of the application.
In shot#52346, there is an obvious effect of increasing metal impurity influx caused by neutral beam 
injection (NBI) and ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) heating, as shown in Fig.10. And the ion 
effective charge number (Zeff) was calculated by the visible bremsstrahlung (VB) from filterscope data 
to reveal the total impurity level during the discharge as shown in Fig.10 (D)[1].Fig.10.(B) is comprised 
of edge oscillations, individual cycles of which are expanded in (a) and (b) [red box portion of trace 
(B) ].(a) shows an example of “predator-prey” edge plasma oscillations about 1.2kHz, and Fig.10.(B) 
shows an example of “high frequency relaxation oscillation” about 1.5kHz after NBI off 5-80Hz type-I 
ELM, 50-700Hz type-IIl ELM and l-2kHz edge oscillation have been manifested by the statistic during 
the later experiment discharge phase. These data show a good capacity of filterscope in showing the H- 
mode and ELM characters.
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FIG. 10.Shot#52346, (A) Contour plot of WI light intensity from the upper dovertor filterscope during 
the NBI and ICRF heating; (B) Doc intensity from the upper divertor filterscope (viewing chord DAU3, 
digitized at a 100kHz sampling rate),⑻ Doc signal at 2.89s-3.12s, (b) Da signal at 3.8s-4s; (C) statistic 
of the interval between two ELM burst events; (D) the ion effective charge number (Zeff) calculated from 
filterscope data.

IV. SUMMARY
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The absolute calibrated filter scope data has been used for analysis the edge particle transport by using 
some simulation codes and the Zeff has also been used for evaluating the impurity level under high-Z 
plasma-facing components discharges in EAST. The frequency response of the PMT modules to the high 
frequency provide the confidence to study the burst process of ELMs and high frequency oscillation 
(HFO). Several types of ELMs and several kHz edge oscillation have been observed during the later of 
2014 experiment discharge, and these high quality data will be in use to study the H-mode and edge 
physics.
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